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WINTER ESSENTIALS!
EVERYTHING YOU NEED FROM ANTI-FREEZE TO 
WIPERS FROM THE LEADING SUPPLIERS!

PLUS…

The causes of “Brake Fade” and  
how best to avoid it!

Work smarter – the “good, better, best” in 
diagnostic equipment!
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Advanced formulation for effective and safe cleaning
of all surfaces of every vehicle entering a workshop.
Formulated for vehicle interior, exterior surfaces & touch points.

Reduce the spread of 
viruses this winter 

hydroalcoholic
surface CLEANER
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www.wynns.com
Scan the QR code to watch the video
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Smart Choice Terms & Conditions

Offers end 31 December 2020. All offers subject to availability and change without notice. Certain 
featured products may not be stocked by all members. Call your local IFA Member with any stock or 
pricing queries. These offers cannot be used in conjunction with any offer except at the discretion of your 
local IFA Member. All prices shown are exclusive of VAT. Pictures used are for illustrative purposes only 
and products are not shown at actual size or to scale. All product/marketing claims are the responsibility 
of the company on behalf of whom they are made and are not the liability of the IFA or its agents. E & OE.

All lease payment examples are based on a 60 month repayment period and with a NIL DEPOSIT facility. 
All lease figures quoted are subject to VAT and status. Alternative lease plans are available and can 
be tailored to your exact requirements. If you have any questions regarding lease facilities please call 
Alliance & General Leasing on 02478 220 000.
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SMARTER DIAGNOSTICS

For more information contact your local branch today!

www.autel.uk

UPGR ADEABLE TO ADASUPGR ADEABLE TO ADASUPGR ADEABLE TO ADAS

UPGR ADEABLE TO ADAS

Finance options are available. See page 2 for Terms and Conditions.

MS 908PRO-SDS 808euMX 808c

MS 909 MS 919 MS ULTRA
SOFTWARE UPDATES + BOLT-ONS 

1 YEARS SOFTWARE UPDATES  INCLUDED

12 months Update

£1,195.00 excl. VAT *
ADAS Software Upgrade

£850.00 excl. VAT *

£4,995 excl. VAT

includes:
Extended 2 years warranty • 1 year free updates

SOFTWARE UPDATES + BOLT-ONS 
1 YEARS SOFTWARE UPDATES  INCLUDED

12 months Update

£1,195.00 excl. VAT *
ADAS Software Upgrade

£850.00 excl. VAT *

£3,995 excl. VAT

includes:
Extended 2 years warranty • 1 year free updates

SOFTWARE UPDATES + BOLT-ONS 

SOFTWARE UPDATES + BOLT-ONS 

1 YEARS SOFTWARE UPDATES  INCLUDED

2 YEARS SOFTWARE UPDATES  INCLUDED2 YEARS SOFTWARE UPDATES  INCLUDED1 YEARS SOFTWARE UPDATES  INCLUDED

Future 12 months Update

£995.00 excl. VAT *

£2,995 excl. VAT

£2,495 excl. VAT£795 excl. VAT£495 excl. VAT

includes:
Extended 2 years warranty • Extended 1 year free updates

includes:
Extended 2 years warranty • Extended 2 year free updates

includes:
Extended 2 years warranty
Extended 2 year free updates

includes:
Extended 2 years warranty
1 year free updates

ADAS Software Upgrade

£850.00 excl. VAT *

ADAS Software Upgrade

£850.00 excl. VAT *
Future 12 months Update

£399.00 excl. VAT *
Future 12 months Update

£399.00 excl. VAT *
Future 12 months Update

£945.00 excl. VAT *

BEST FOR DIAGNOSTIC 
SPECIALISTS

BETTER FOR DIAGNOSTIC 
SPECIALISTS

GOOD FOR DIAGNOSTIC 
SPECIALISTS

GOOD FOR  
CAR SALES

BEST FOR  
CAR SALES

BETTER FOR  
CAR SALES

£26.51pw excl. VAT

£13.24pw excl. VAT

£21.20pw excl. VAT£15.90pw excl. VAT



Please note: All offers end 31 December 2020 and are subject to availability. All prices exclude VAT. See the back page for branch contact details.
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YOUR RELIABLE PARTNER
ON YOUR WAY

Think RemyThink ahead - 

®

NEW OR REMANUFACTURED STARTERS 
AND ALTERNATORS?
Starter motors and alternators consist of armatures, solenoids, diodes, rotors, 
stators, brushes, voltage regulators and other components. Over time, these 
components are subject to wear, engine heat and the environment, ultimately 
needing replacement.

When you need to replace a starter or alternator, your first thought is to buy a new 
part. After all, you want something that works, has a warranty and fits. 

WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF A REMANUFACTURED PART?
A remanufactured part is one that has undergone a full disassembly and inspection. It has had 
all its wear-and-tear components replaced with new ones. Remanufactured parts distinguish 
themselves by mirroring improvements the OE manufacturer has made to subsequent new parts. 
The average consumer may look at a remanufactured part and think that it looks new. At Remy, 
remanufactured starters and alternators carry a three-year warranty, one year longer than most 

new parts.  As an OES remanufacturer, a Remy part follows the same processes as the VM branded 
unit. Remanufacturing makes it possible to have replacement parts for older, lower- volume & of 
out of production models where demand is insufficient to justify a new unit.

SO WHAT IS THE DOWNSIDE TO "REMANUFACTURED"? 

None really. You only need to consider the core 
surcharge. At Remy we have reviewed our 
core return policy to make it faster and 
more convenient for the customer.  
A remanufactured part doesn’t only 
offer tremendous value for money, 
it’s also an original quality unit and 
very environmental friendly.

TO FIND OUT MORE CONTACT YOUR LOCAL BRANCH TODAY! www.remyeurope.com

Argon Mix – Pure Argon – Oxygen – Pro Fuel – Nitrogen

Not Quite Large Enough?
There is a 20L version! Ask for part  
number SGS PFK5 at your local branch!

SGS GASES
WELDING

GAS
www.SGSgases.co.uk

PFK1 Includes:
1 x Oxygen Regulator 
1 x Pro Fuel Regulator 
1 x 10L Trolley
1 x Oxygen Flashback Arrestor 
1 x Pro Fuel Flashback Arrestor 
1 x 5m, 6mm Oxygen Hose
1 x 5m, 6mm Pro Fuel Hose 
1 x Lightweight Shank 
1 x Lightweight Mixer

1 x Lightweight Cutting Attachment 
1 x L/W #5 Welding Nozzle
1 x L/W #7 Welding Nozzle 
1 x L/W Heating Nozzle
1 x FN Cutting Nozzle 
1 x Cuplighter + Flints 
1 x “Sports-type” Bag 
1 x Spanner
1 x Goggles

1 x SGS OXY10 • 1 x SGS FUEL10 • 1 x SGS PFK10LW (PFK1)
10L Oxy Pro Fuel Kit

Please note: PFK1 does not include cylinders, which are sold separately.

RENT FREE

www.SGSgases.co.uk Our full range of products are all available at your local branch!



Please note: All offers end 31 December 2020 and are subject to availability. All prices exclude VAT. See the back page for branch contact details.
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THE QUEEN’S AWARDS 
FOR ENTERPRISE:

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
2020

UK Manufacturing since 1929
www.bgautomotive.co.uk

90 Years of OE Heritage
Largest range in the UK
Superior aftermarket quality
Comprehensive 2 year warranty
Trusted brand
3 UK manufacturing facilities

Why choose BGA?

BGA Steering & Suspension
British engineered parts and components manufactured since 1929.
Always in control.



Please note: All offers end 31 December 2020 and are subject to availability. All prices exclude VAT. See the back page for branch contact details.
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Valeo, Trust the Wiper Systems 
Specialist

All available for same day delivery! 

™

VALEO, THE N°1 Wiper System original 
equipment manufacturer

Looking for the exact same blade as 
the original? 

Trust the No.1 Wiper
Valeo innovates and introduces to the 
aftermarket the latest O.E. innovations 

on its premium brand.

An Affordable and Efficient 
Aftermarket Range from the O.E 

Experts 

A full & optimised 100% Flat Blade, Range to cover 
96% O.E. Flat Blade car parc with only 42 P/N

Conventional        Flatblade



Please note: All offers end 31 December 2020 and are subject to availability. All prices exclude VAT. See the back page for branch contact details.
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Simon’s

A selection of hard-to-find niche parts that are readily available!

349-0013
EXPANSION TANK (COOL)
•  To fit: Ford
•  Models: B-max, Ecosport, Fiesta MK7

484-0001
ADBLUE INJECTOR (AM)
•  To fit: PSA Group
•  Models: Berlingo, C3 , C4, DS3, DS4,DS5, Jumper iV 

2008,208,3008,5008,508, Expert, Partner, Rifter, Traveller

484-0002
ADBLUE INJECTOR (AM)
•  To fit: PSA Group
•  Models: C4,  DS4,DS5, Jumper 3, Space Tourer, 3008, 

308, 5008,508, Boxer III Expert IV, Traveller

800-0080
WIPER LINKAGE (AM)
•  To fit: Renault
•  Models: Clio MK3

146-0001
HAND BRAKE CABLE GUIDES (PAIR)
•  To fit: Vauxhall
•  Models: Corsa C, Tigra

162-0006/7
FRONT SHOCK ABSORBER LH/RH
•  To fit: Citroen
•  Models: Citroen C5 MK3 02/08 >  ( WITH 

hydropneumatic suspension )

175-0057/58
TOP STRUT MOUNTING AND 
BEARING KIT FR LH/RH
•  To fit: PSA / Fiat
•  Models: Relay 14 > , Ducato 14 > , Boxer 14 >

211-0002
CLUTCH FORK PSA
•  To fit: PSA
•  Models: C2, C3, C3 II, C4 Cactus, DS3, 207, 1007

427-0009
CLUTCH GUIDE BUSH
•  To fit: PSA
•  Models: Relay MK3, Ducato 06 > Boxer MK3

478-0002
INDICATOR AND HEADLIGHT SWITCH 
ARM
•  To fit: Vauxhall
•  Models: Adam, Astra J, Cascade, Corsa E, Insignia, Meriva 

B, Zafira C

705-0031
THERMOSTAT HOUSING AND 
SENSOR ( 6 PIN) INC GASKET
•  To fit: Renault
•  Models: Dokker, Logan MK2, Sandero Micra 16 >, 

Renault Cli 13 > < Kangoo , Maganr MK3

558-0004
PAS PIPE UNION
•  To fit: Ford
•  Models: Transit 95 > 13, Transit Custom 12 > 18

A selection of hard-to-find niche parts  

that are available from stock!

Simon’s

Out now 
Simon's Specialist 
Stuff brochure  
ask for  
your  
copy 
today!



Please note: All offers end 31 December 2020 and are subject to availability. All prices exclude VAT. See the back page for branch contact details.
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The Original THERMOBILE
Manufacturing workshop heaters for over 50 years
Fully trained Service Agents ♦ Comprehensive stock of spare parts

Ask for details of our full range, incl. downflow fans, dehumidifiers, etc

*Waste Oil is subject to licensing control: Heaters  
burning Waste Oil fall under Chapter IV of the Industrial 
Emissions  Directive (IED) A relevant permit is required under 
Schedule 13A  of the Environmental Permitting Guidance (EPR). 
Full details at www.thermobile.co.uk, under ‘News’.

Call your local branch for all your heating needs

 www.ringautomotive.com    /ringautomotive                       

TRADE IN & 
TRADE UP

Trade In T’s & C’s:
£10 off will be given in the form of a monthly credit to the customer.
Credit will not be given for more Inspection Lamps than originally purchased. Trade In Inspection Lamps must 
be disposed of by the customer. Ring will not be responsible for any costs incurred from disposal.
No warranty claims will be accepted for any Ring Trade In Inspection Lamps that are faulty.

To place an order call your local branch today!

Trade in ANY 
inspection lamp 
in any condition
and receive £10 OFF your 
purchase of the NEW Ring 
Fast Charging MAGflex Pro

Usual price £49.99, cost  
with trade in £39.99!

CHARGES 

3 TIMES  

FASTER THAN 

A STANDARD 

INSPECTION 

LAMP!

RIL4300

RIL4200

Smart  

Choice  

Readers 

ONLY!

Fast Charge Times 

Charging Time Operating Time

5 Minutes 25 Minutes (Low lumens)

10 Minutes 30 Minutes (Low lumens for last 15 minutes)

15 Minutes 35 Minutes (High lumens)

30 Minutes 90 Minutes 

60 Minutes 180 Minutes

Fast Charge LED 
Inspection Lamp

13315 SmartChoices Nov & Dec ad 157x224mm.indd   1 17/09/2020   15:25

TOP 10 THERMOBILE WASTE OIL HEATER SPARES

Full range available call for details!

40000167
Temperature Sensor

£13.20
*All AT & Bio Models

40000238
Draught Stabiliser

£30.80
*All AT, Bio and SB Models

41000206 
LIMIT STAT

£16.28
*All AT except AT302/303/BioB

41900521
Combustion Dish

£28.16
*AT302/303/306/307/BioB/Bio1

41906010 
Oil Inlet Tube

£5.94
*AT306/307/BioB/Bio1

41900805 
Top Sealing Cord

£6.16
*All AT except  AT302/306/BioB

41910335 
Oil Inlet Tube

£7.00
*AT400/500/Bio2/Bio3

41910145 
Combustion Dish

£72.60
*for all AT400/500/Bio2/Bio3

41910196 
Large sealing Cord

£12.76
*AT400/500/Bio2/Bio3

41900784 
Burner Ring

£33.44
*All AT Models except AT302/306/BioB
*Also replaces 41900974/975 & 41911018

Thermobile Spares prices will be subject to a carriage 
charge please confirm when ordering



Please note: All offers end 31 December 2020 and are subject to availability. All prices exclude VAT. See the back page for branch contact details.
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The Original THERMOBILE
Manufacturing workshop heaters for over 50 years
Fully trained Service Agents ♦ Comprehensive stock of spare parts

Ask for details of our full range, incl. downflow fans, dehumidifiers, etc

*Waste Oil is subject to licensing control: Heaters  
burning Waste Oil fall under Chapter IV of the Industrial 
Emissions  Directive (IED) A relevant permit is required under 
Schedule 13A  of the Environmental Permitting Guidance (EPR). 
Full details at www.thermobile.co.uk, under ‘News’.

THERMOBILE: The leaders in efficient Workshop Heating

Call your local branch for all your heating needs

Suspended Unit Heaters
Heating Oil, Natural Gas or Propane
•  Oil Fired: heat capacities 31kW to 98kW 
•  Gas Fired: heat outputs 15kW to 84kW  

with roof or wall flue exit
•  Suspend or mount (on a suitable  

non-combustible support)
•  Four M10 suspension points provided 
•  Free-blowing or  

ducted models 
•  Installation service  

(in most areas)

Huge 
Range

Call your local 
branch to arrange a 
site visit to specify 
the right model for 

your space & budget

ERP2018 
COMPLIANT

CHOOSE
OIL OR
GAS- 
FIRED

PSO Oil-fired Cabinets
Connects to a Bulk Fuel Tank
•  Use with 28 second fuel (paraffin/kerosene)  

or 35 second fuel (heating oil/diesel)
•  13 Models – heat outputs up to 381kW  

(1.3M Btu/hr) 
•  Combustion air inlet kit as standard
•  Thermostat, time control, oil filter and  

fire valve
•  Main fan filter kits available for  

dusty/hazardous spaces
•  Also available: Stainless Steel Flue Kits  

– ask for details

LEASE FROM ONLY

£18.32
per week. 5 Year Term
Purchase from £3452.40

91% 
HEATER 

EFFICIENCY

ERP2018 
COMPLIANT

Model Nett Heat 
Output (Btu/hr)

Offer 
Price

5 year 
lease pw

PSO 30 102,000 £3,452.40 £18.32
PSO 45 153,000 £3,596.40 £19.09
PSO 60 205,000 £ 3,906.00 £ 20.73
PSO 90 307,000 £ 4,212.00 £ 22.36
PSO 120 409,000 £ 4,748.40 £ 25.20

FLUE 
KITS 

AVAILABLE 
AT EXTRA 

COST

No space for a bulk fuel tank? 
PROHEAT is your solution!
PROHEAT Oil Fired Cabinet
with built-in Fuel Tank
•  Use with 28 second fuel  

(paraffin/kerosene) or 35 second  
fuel (heating oil/diesel)

•  Low-noise radial fan

•  Proheat 30 & 60: 240V  
Proheat 100: 400V 

•  Equipped with thermostat 
•  Capacities of 30, 64 and 97kW net

•  4-Sided adjustable outlet opening 
guarantees equal air distribution

•  Summer/winter circuit for  
heating/ventilation

LEASE FROM ONLY

£12.97
per week. 5 Year Term
Purchase from £2,444.40

FLUE 
KITS 

AVAILABLE 
AT EXTRA 

COST

SWIVEL 
HEAD KIT

AVAILABLE 
AT EXTRA 

COST

ERP2018 
COMPLIANT

Model Nett Heat 
Output (Btu/hr) Max kW Consumption 

(L/hr)
Air Flow 
(m3/hr)

Tank 
Capacity (L)

Offer 
Price

5 year  
lease pw

PROHEAT 30 104,000 30.4 3.4 1900 55 £2,444.40 £12.97
PROHEAT 60 221,600 64.4 7.2 4500 75 £2,852.40 £15.14
PROHEAT 100 333,352 97.7 10.5 8800 - £3,236.40 £17.18
PROHEAT 100 fuel tank – – – – 200 £465.00 NA

Please note: Pro Heat 30 & 60 come with built-in integral tank as standard. Pro Heat 100 built-in tank optional at extra cost.

Manual Ignition Bio Oil Heaters with Flue Kit
•  Fast return on investment
•  Efficient, virtually soot-free combustion
•  Burns used oil, diesel or a combination
•  Built-in fuel tank, filters & fuel pump
•  Flame failure protection
•  Overflow protection for burner dish

•  Overheat protection (except Bio B)
•  Includes complete flue kit (roof seal, fitting kit & 

two wall bands); legislation compliant PG1/1 (04)
•  Bio Energy 2 & Bio Energy 3 Feature a burner 

draw system for easier lighting and cleaning plus 
a heat exchanger for higher efficiency

LEASE FROM ONLY

£6.65 
per week. 5 Year Term
Purchase from £1,252.20

Model Heat Capacity 
Min (Btu/hr)

Heat Capacity 
Max (Btu/hr)

Consumption 
(min)

Consumption 
(max)

Fuel Tank 
Capacity Fan Capacity Offer 

Price
5 year 

lease pw

Bio Energy B 68,000 102,000 2 litres/hr 3 litres/hr 50 litres Radiant Heat Only £1,252.20 £6.65

Bio Energy B Thermo 68,000 102,000 2 litres/hr 3 litres/hr 50 litres 1000 m3/hr £1,545.90 £8.21
Bio Energy 1 68,000 102,000 2 litres/hr 3 litres/hr 50 litres 1000 m3/hr £1,809.90 £9.61
Bio Energy 2 85,000 146,000 2.5 litres/hr 4.3 litres/hr 55 litres 3000 m3/hr £2,535.90 £13.46
Bio Energy 3 130,000 210,000 3.8 litres/hr 6.2 litres/hr 55 litres 3000 m3/hr £2.781.00 £14.76

Stainless Steel Flue Kit INCLUDED:
•  Gives approx. 5.2m (17ft) ground 

clearance
•  4 x 1m flue pipes 
•  1 x Terminal
•  2 x Adjustable wall fixing brackets

•  1 x High temperature silicone rubber 
roof seal & fixing kit for profiled or 
corrugated roof & cladding

•  1 Tee-Piece (flue to heater) 
•  Additional 1m flue pipe available

These heaters also operate on these fuels:
•  Bio Diesel Oil
•  HVO
•  Processed Fuel Oil (PFO)
•  Rapeseed, linseed & some Vegetable oils

Manual ignition Bio Oil heaters must be connected to a suitable flue 
system (min height of 1m above roof apex & 6m above ground level). A 
full range of flue accessories is available.

FLUE 
KIT

INCLUDED



Please note: All offers end 31 December 2020 and are subject to availability. All prices exclude VAT. See the back page for branch contact details.
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facebook.com/ngksparkplugsuk 

NGK UK YouTube

instagram.com/ngkntk_uk

NGK Spark Plugs (UK) Ltd

ngkntk.com

VEHICLE
ELECTRONICS

AT THE 
HEART OF
IMPROVED 
ENGINE 
MANAGEMENT
NTK Lambda, NOx, EGT, MAF/MAP and
camshaft & crankshaft sensors. 

GET GREAT FREE GIFTS 
WITH NGK BOXCLEVER

Smart Choice October 2020.qxp_Layout 1  28/09/2020  16:13  Page 1
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LAMBDA SENSORS’ INSTALLATION TIPS
Sensors are very vehicle specific, therefore it is essential that the 
replacement item has the same specification as the original factory 
fitted part.

Differences in the wiring configuration may not be easily identified 
therefore selection of the correct part is vital. Part of the EOBD (European 
On-Board Diagnostics) function is to monitor the performance of both 
the fuel regulating and catalyst monitoring diagnostic sensor. Fitting 
a sensor that does not match the specification of the original part 
could result in poor running, record of a fault code or cause the MIL 
(malfunction indicator lamp) to illuminate, telling the driver that there is 
a problem in the system.

Sensors live in a harsh environment and corrosion of the exhaust 
and sensor is inevitable. This can make removal difficult and so it is 
essential that suitable tools be employed, such as a tube spanner, to 
prevent personal injury or damage to the sensor.

Before installing the new sensor, ensure that the threads are clean 
and in good condition. All NTK sensors have a factory applied anti-
seize compound on the threads. This grease is sensor friendly and 
care should be taken if alternative greases are used to make sure that 
they contain no sensor damaging ingredients.

Tighten the sensor to the recommended torque to ensure correct 
sealing, a good earth via the exhaust (if applicable) and not to over 
stress the metal shell. Before connecting the multi-plug, check the 
vehicle side connector for damage, oil contamination and corrosion.

NGK says distributors should help educate garages by ensuring they 
fit a new NTK Lambda sensor whenever they replace a vehicle’s 
catalytic convertor.

A worn or failed sensor can result in drastically reduced control of 
the fuelling system which could result in increased fuel consumption, 
uneven running, generally poor performance or failure of an emission 
test, so replacement is good news for the customer, garage and 
distributor.

NGK recommends that the function of the sensor is checked every 
20,000 miles or annually. The emissions check as part of the current 
MoT test samples the exhaust gases to monitor the efficiency of the 
engine, exhaust system and engine control systems.  The Lambda 
sensor is a vital part of this system and its function is therefore 
influenced by many other components. 

A malfunction of an associated part may directly affect the performance 
of a sensor. An oscilloscope and gas analyser is a much more 
accurate way of assessing sensor performance than relying on fault 
codes alone.  Garages need to look for slow response times, output 
range and heater function. 

Contaminants from poor quality oils and fuel which remain in  
the exhaust gases can become deposited on the sensor element 
affecting its operation. Even coolant from a leaking head gasket can 
reach the element. 

For more information, please visit the website www.ngkntk.com

NGK is the world’s largest manufacturer of Lambda sensors and supplies a market-leading range to 
the UK aftermarket under the NTK brand name. 

There are good reasons why NTK Lambda sensors are the No.1 choice of vehicle manufacturers 
(VMs) around the world, they are ‘Similar but different’. 

NGK Spark Plugs (UK) Ltd says the experience it has in supplying the VMs worldwide allows it to offer 
exactly the right sensor for every vehicle application. The company says distributors should encourage 
garages to always go with a bespoke original equipment (OE) quality Lambda sensor and steer well clear of 
‘universal sensors’. 

The company has launched a campaign to urge garages to be prepared for a surge in demand for MoTs 
which are set to double this autumn with an additional 1.7 million being expected in October alone.

Motorists were granted COVID-19 led MoT exemptions from March 30 until August 1 with the exemptions 
beginning to expire this autumn which is already a busy time for MoT testing.

It was estimated more than 140,000 vehicles will have failed on emissions in October alone and 
NGK recently made it even more attractive for garages to fit NTK Lambda sensors to cope with 
the inevitable increased demand.

Throughout September and October, the company increased the level of reward points for NTK 
Lambda sensors through its market leading garage reward programme BoxClever, from 100 to 1000 
points per sensor! Garages were encouraged to insist on NTK Lambda sensors to ensure they benefit from 
the temporary increase in points.

NTK LAMBDA SENSORS
THE NO.1 CHOICE OF VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
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www.febi.com

SOLUTIONS 
MADE IN GERMANY

Did you know?
febi does wiring harness repair kits!

You can find the complete overview of febi components at: 
partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com

The PLUS in Range 
Save time and money with febi’s new range of over 115 wiring harness repair kits!
The high-quality kits are available for doors, rear doors, tailgate lamps, and 
headlamps. 

 ü  Isolation made of silicon
 -  Silicon is more resistant against thermal stress and stays flexible at any 

temperature. Flexibility helps prevent cable breaks.

 ü  Braids of the wires are tinned* and the wires are extra fine wired
 - Makes wires more flexible
 - Prevents corrosion of the braids when in contact with moisture
 -  *Tinned is a thin coating of the exposed end of the wire to prevent  

corrosion and can last 10 times longer than non-tinned versions

 ü All required components for the repair are included in the kit

Eliminate the need to replace the complete wiring harness when 
one part of the cable is broken.

HOW TO ENTER:
All you have to do is follow 
@bgautomotiveuk on facebook and send a 
picture of your next BGA Steering & 
Suspension install! We will announce the 
winner and photo on social media by 
December 20th.

Please note: All offers end 31 December 2020 and are subject to availability. All prices exclude VAT. See the back page for branch contact details.
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Diagnosing electrical faults can be challenging, but with the right tools, 
information, and knowledge, a fault can be tracked down and repaired. All 
vehicles have many built-in management systems which monitor and act 
on the information to make the vehicle safe, economic, and comfortable 
including many features which we think of as standard.

The featured vehicle is the popular Škoda Yeti. The owner reported having 
issues with the right-hand rear door not locking and the electric window not 
working.

After carrying out the initial check of all the door functions, it was confirmed 
that the central locking or door window controls were not operating in the 
right-hand rear door. Once the fault was established, information was checked 
to see how the central electric system worked. Each door has a control unit 
fitted which regulates the functions within the door. These control units are 
linked to each other from rear door to front door. These are then connected 
to the vehicle’s central electrics control unit. First, it was necessary to check 
if there were any fault codes logged. As suspected, a fault was recorded 
for the door control module: “right, rear, no signal/communication”. This 
confirms that the control module was not functioning correctly, but why?

Was this a case of a faulty control unit? It is very easy to replace a part based 
on a fault code description. However, it makes logical sense to confirm all 
findings before ordering any parts.

After the right rear door trim panel was removed, the 20-pin connector 
was identified at the control unit. This required testing before condemning 
the control unit. Terminals 18 & 19 are the power supply and terminal 30 
is ground. These were checked and load tested and found to be in good 
working condition.

Figure 1 
 
However, testing the Local Interconnect Network (LIN) bus communication 
between the front door control unit and the rear at terminal 10 with an 
oscilloscope revealed that there was no signal.

LIN is a low-speed, single-wire serial data bus used to control low-speed, 
non-safety-critical functions on a vehicle, especially windows, mirrors, door 
locks, etc. In this case, there was a loss of communication between the rear 
door and the front control units.

After removing the right-hand front door trim panel and checking the wiring, 
the fault was found to be a broken wire between the ‘A’ pillar and the door.

All wiring looms that connect between the vehicle’s body to the doors – or 
any other hinged point – are subject to a lot of movement, bending, and 
stretching to the point where the insulation cracks, therefore exposing the 
copper wire. This can lead to an open or a short circuit in the system. (Fig 1) 

With the fault identified, the option was to either repair or replace the wiring 
loom. A febi wiring repair kit was chosen, which comes supplied with a new 
multi-plug, connectors, and enough new silicone insulated wire to cover 
vehicles fitted with all options. The silicone insulation is more resistant 
against thermal stress and stays flexible at any temperature. This flexibility 
helps to prevent cable breaks in the future. The wires are tinned and are 

extra fine, making them more 
flexible and prevents corrosion for 
a reliable repair. (Fig 2)

Each wire was cut to size and 
the insulation stripped. Then, the 
joining connector was crimped into 
position, attaching the original loom 
to the new wire. After crimping, the 
crimp connector must be shrunk 
with a hot-air blower in order to 
prevent moisture from penetrating. 

Note: During each repair, ensure 
that the crimp connectors are 
not positioned immediately next 
to each other if there are multiple 
wires to be repaired. Arrange the 
crimp connectors slightly offset to 
ensure that the wiring loom does 
not become too big.

When repairing CAN bus lines, 
they must have the same length 
when undertaking the repair and 
no cable piece should be longer 
than 50 mm without twisting the 
cables.

After successfully joining all the 
wires and allocating them to 
the correct positions within the 
multi-plug, fabric insulation tape 
(107140) was applied to hold the 
loom together before being refitted 
to the vehicle. (Fig 3)

With the repaired loom fitted, the 
integrity of the LIN communication 
was checked for a good quality 
signal (Fig 4) followed by the 
clearing of all fault codes and testing of the door functionality. 

All of the vehicle’s interior trim was refitted and the vehicle was ready to be 
handed back to the owner. Making this an economic repair, as there was just 
one part of the cable broken, there was no need to replace the complete 
wiring harness.

Rely on tested OE matching quality spare parts from febi. 
The entire range of wiring harness repair kits can be found at:  
partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com.

Restore Communication
febi Wiring Harness Repair Kits

Figure  2

Figure  3

Figure  4

For more information call 
us in branch today!
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Our guarantee to you.
All Apec pads and discs are now covered by a 
market leading 3Y/36k no quibble guarantee.

Continuously developing  
to meet your needs.
Here at Apec we’re dedicated to providing you 
the parts you need when you need them.

So far this year we’ve released over 70 new 
parts across our pads and discs range.

Part No. Application Date Position

Brake 
Pads

PAD2149 Alfa Romeo Giulia 09/2016-> Front

PAD2187 BMW 3 Series 2015-> Front Axle

PAD2216 Audi A1 2017-> Front Axle

PAD2284 Ford Focus 2018-> Rear Axle

Brake 
Discs

DSK3442 Volvo XC40 12/2017-> Front

DSK3485 Audi Q2 08/2016-> Rear

DSK3499 Audi A1 TFSI 10/2018-> Rear

DSK3495 Skoda Octavia 2016-> Rear Axle
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During the height of lockdown, traffic on UK roads dropped by 73% 
as people generally stayed at home . Additionally, the government 
postponed all MOT testing for 6 months from 30th March 2020. While 
this represented a potential demand shortfall for the automotive 
aftermarket, road users were still legally required to keep their vehicle 
‘roadworthy’ throughout the pandemic. To ensure that motorists had 
access to quality repairs, both garages and the wider aftermarket 
stayed open to offer critical maintenance support.

At Klarius, we continued to provide high quality replacement exhausts 
to support essential repairs. The majority of our available ramp time 
at the R&D centre was used to support key workers, including NHS 
nurses. It was important to supply replacement parts quickly, and in 
many cases, we fitted the components ourselves. Our extensive range 
of products also meant we could continue support for light commercial 
vehicles making deliveries throughout lockdown. Combined with 
members of the public requiring critical repairs, this created demand 
for replacement exhausts despite the MOT postponement.

Following on from this, the next challenge for the aftermarket was to 
meet the requirement in Q3 and Q4 when MOT testing started again. 
At the end of August, we anticipated that this could cause a rise in 
exhaust demand of between 25-50%, as motorists needed to ensure 
their vehicles were roadworthy. A number of our garage customers 
had informed us they were fully booked up into September.

Mark Brickhill, CEO at Klarius, elaborates: “The automotive aftermarket 
was predicted to see an unprecedented spike in demand as the Driver 
and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA) forecasted 17.9 million MOT 
tests from September to December 2020. This meant an estimated 
rise of 6.4 million (56%) compared to the same period last year.
“October and November were each forecast to require 5 million 
MOT tests against a normal monthly demand of 2.5 to 3 million. The 
industry had never performed over 4 million tests in a single month, 
let alone 5 million. The challenge to every business supplying the UK’s 
garages, auto-factors and tyre dealers was enormous. Even more so 
for all those working on the front line of our industry serving car and 
van drivers directly.”

At Klarius we had a production plan in place to meet this demand 
spike. Our extensive range, which is supported by market data driven 
manufacturing and warehouse stocking procedures, is designed to 
provide availability across a wide range of vehicle applications. This 
allows us to supply quality replacement components quickly, ensuring 
that our end customers can deliver repairs faster. We offer next 
morning delivery on any product in range across the UK.

In the long term, relying on data and collaborating with customers 
and industry organisations will be important. Utilising MOT data from 
the DVSA to spot market opportunities and make forecasts will be 
crucial for aftermarket suppliers looking to secure profitability. Close 
dialogue with customers can further inform this insight. Additionally, 
memberships of organisations such as the Independent Automotive 
Aftermarket Federation (IAAF) allows companies such as ours to 
meet with colleagues and discuss future challenges together.

At Klarius, we will be continuing to leverage an extensive product 
range, a responsive development program and flexible service to 
support both our customers and motorists into the future.

Adapting to a ‘new’  
automotive aftermarket
If nothing else the coronavirus pandemic has 
underlined the importance of personal mobility 
for key workers and members of the public alike. 
Ensuring safe and reliable transport has meant that 
UK automotive aftermarket manufacturers, parts 
suppliers and garages have stayed open to support 
road users, pushing businesses in the sector to 
adjust to the new normal.

Doug Bentley, Head of Research and Development 
at Klarius Products Ltd, the largest UK aftermarket 
manufacturer of emission control solutions, explains 
how the business has adapted to the pandemic and 
looks at what is next for the aftermarket. Doug Bentley, Head of Research and Development at Klarius Products Ltd

Our extensive range, which is supported by market data driven 
manufacturing and warehouse stocking procedures, allows us to supply 
quality replacement components quickly, ensuring that our end customers 
can deliver repairs faster.

TM
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The largest filter range for maximum workshop performance.

Our filters protect not only the engines, but also the people in the vehicle. With our comprehensive filter range in uncompromising quality and 

with maximum market coverage, we ensure that the right product is available for every requirement to keep dirt, abrasion and the finest par-

ticles away from the powertrain and the occupants. With MAHLE, your workshop delivers 100% performance, today and tomorrow.

www.mahle-aftermarket.com

Diverse and innovative filters – 

also for electric vehicles.

10122019_UK_A4_EN.indd   1 10.12.2019   09:59:39
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The largest filter range for maximum workshop performance.

Our filters protect not only the engines, but also the people in the vehicle. With our comprehensive filter range in uncompromising quality and 

with maximum market coverage, we ensure that the right product is available for every requirement to keep dirt, abrasion and the finest par-

ticles away from the powertrain and the occupants. With MAHLE, your workshop delivers 100% performance, today and tomorrow.

www.mahle-aftermarket.com

Diverse and innovative filters – 

also for electric vehicles.

10122019_UK_A4_EN.indd   1 10.12.2019   09:59:39

When it comes to electric vehicles, controlling the hot and cold 
currents is the key to optimizing performance, cruising range, and 
service life. MAHLE has already developed numerous innovations 
for the thermal soaking of batteries in electric vehicles and plug-in 
hybrids.

As of this year, with the acquisition of Behr Hella Service, MAHLE offers 
workshops a worry-free package for thermal management for all types of 
drive. MAHLE is also committed to developing alternative drive systems, 
power electronics, and electric auxiliaries for every vehicle type – from 
passenger cars and commercial vehicles through machinery to e-scooters. 
In short, if it says “e-mobility” on the outside, it has MAHLE on the inside.

A thermal future
At the beginning of 2019, the number of electric cars worldwide had risen 
to 5.6 million. This represented an increase of 64 percent compared with 
the previous year. If this trend continues, we’ll be seeing an enormous 
number of hybrids and electric cars in workshops in ten years’ time. One 
thing is already certain: Thermal management will play a vital role and this is 
an area where MAHLE can provide optimal support.

Key components for high voltage thermal systems in electric vehicles 
include:

Battery cooler
Battery segments and cooling plates form a permanently fixed module. 
Coolant flows through the cooling plates. If the cooling capacity is 
insufficient – e.g., because of high outside temperatures – the coolant 
temperature is further reduced via the chiller.

Chiller
A special heat exchanger that further reduces the temperature of the 
coolant for the battery. Here’s how it works: the coolant flowing through 
the battery’s cooling plates is cooled down further in the chiller as the 
refrigerant from the air-conditioning system, which also flows through the 
chiller, evaporates.

Electric compressor
Thanks to the electrically driven e-compressor, the air-conditioning can 
operate even when the engine is switched off.

Low-temperature radiator
The coolant temperature for the electric motor, battery, and power 
electronics is maintained at below 60°C inside a separate cooling circuit 
using a low-temperature radiator.

E-coolant pump
Electric coolant pumps with integrated control are gradually activated 
depending on the cooling capacity required. They can be used as main, 
minor, or circulation pumps and operate independently of the engine.

High-voltage coolant auxiliary heater
When temperatures become too low, the coolant is heated via an electric 
auxiliary high-voltage heater. This is integrated in the cooling circuit.

Peak performance
The electric drive of a hybrid or electric vehicle is designed for peak 
performance. Consequently, they require high-voltage systems with 
voltages from 30 to 1,000 VAC or 60 to 1,500 VDC. This makes the correct 
temperature control of the system and the individual components all the 
more important.

The temperature of the electric motor and power electronics must be 
kept below 60°C and the battery temperature between 15°C and 30°C. 
This means that additional heating is needed in winter to keep the battery 
warm, whereas cooling is required in summer. Cooling is also needed while 
the battery is charging and discharging. The electric motor and power 
electronics must also be cooled. And don’t forget that the passenger cabin 
needs to be heated in winter and air conditioned in summer. This calls for a 
sophisticated system.

Refrigerant-based system
This system, also known as direct battery cooling, is primarily found in 
hybrid vehicles. The main components are the condenser, evaporator, and 
battery unit, consisting of battery cells, a cooling plate, and an electric 
auxiliary heater. The system is supplied fully by the refrigerant circuit 
of the air-conditioning system and controlled separately via valves and 
temperature sensors.

Coolant- and refrigerant-based system
Purely electric cars with high-performance batteries require more elaborate 
thermal management.

The coolant- and refrigerant-based system, also called indirect battery 
cooling, has three circuits. Two of these have a low-temperature radiator, a 
coolant pump, a thermostat, and a coolant shut-off valve. The third circuit 
is a conventional air conditioning system. If outside temperatures are low, a 
high-voltage coolant heater warms the battery.

When temperatures become too high, it is cooled via a low temperature 
radiator.

The coolant temperature for the electric motor and the power electronics 
is maintained at below 60°C inside a separate circuit (inner, mid-blue 
circuit) using a low-temperature radiator. If the outside temperatures are 
particularly high, the air conditioning system provides extra cooling for the 
battery.

Here, the refrigerant of the air conditioning system flows through an 
additional heat exchanger, the chiller, and further cools down the coolant, 
which also flows through the chiller. The system is controlled with 
thermostats, sensors, pumps, and valves.

The growing influence of A/C
The air conditioning system actively supports the battery cooling. That’s 
why the air conditioning check will play an even more important role in the 
future. Keeping the battery at the right temperature has a major influence 
on the cruising range of the electric vehicle and the battery’s service life.

Thermal management and 
electric vehicles

For more information contact your local branch today!
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CONTACT YOUR LOCAL 
IFA MOTOR FACTOR

PREPARE
FOR WINTER

RED Anti-Freeze & Coolant
• Ethylene glycol-based  
   concentrate formulation

• 5 years extended life

• Winter protection down to -36C

• Conforms to British standard 
   BS6580 

BLUE Anti-Freeze & Coolant
• Mono-ethylene glycol-based 
   concentrate formulationn

• 2 years protection

• Conforms to British standard 
   BS6580 

Available in 1Ltr, 5Ltr, 20Ltr and 199Ltr.

Blue Anti-Freeze Part Numbers
AWB001, AWB005, AWB020, AWB199

Red Anti-Freeze Part Numbers
AWR001, AWR005, AWR020, AWR199

Suffix of part number denotes the size – 001 = 1 litre
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DON'T FADE AWAY 
THE CAUSES OF BRAKE FADE AND HOW BEST TO AVOID IT

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL US IN BRANCH TODAY!

Defining brake fade

The term itself is largely self-explanatory and applies when the braking power of 
a vehicle reduces or ‘fades’. Regardless of the component failure which is causing 
brake fade, the underlying cause is the same – excessively high temperature 
resulting from heavy braking and/or a heavy load.

Pads & Discs

One of the main reasons for brake fade that results from excessively high 
temperatures is the reduction in braking coefficient between pads and discs.

Brake pads and discs are designed, manufactured and tested to perform across 
a temperature range which will prove more than adequate for typical, on-road 
driving conditions. For example. Allied Nippon brake pads are tested up to 700°C 
as part of our ‘R90-plus’ test protocol. This is a temperature far beyond the realms 
of everyday driving in the majority of passenger cars. 

However, add a heavy, over-loaded trailer to your car, or take it onto a racetrack, 
and you could generate the sort of temperatures required to experience brake 
fade. This is precisely why high-performance vehicles feature highly specialised 
and costly braking components – the McLaren P1 for example features ceramic 
discs coated in Silicon Carbide which are designed to operate at temperatures far 
beyond a typical cast-iron disc.

Pushing a cast-iron disc beyond its limits can see brake fade for two main 
reasons:

1) Material Transfer
Friction material of the brake pad can begin to break down at very high 

temperatures and adhere to the braking surface of the disc. This means that the 
pad is no longer contacting with a flat surface but instead something that is much 
more irregular. In addition to causing premature wear of both the pad and disc, 
material transfer can result in brake judder and impact the friction coefficient to 
cause brake fade.

2) Gas Slide
‘Gas slide’ is a term we have coined to explain what happens when the resins 
within a brake pad turn to gas due to excessively high temperatures. In this 
unavoidable chemical reaction triggered by heat, a layer of gas forms between 
the pad and disc which quite literally causes the pad to slide off the disc and the 
brakes to fade. It is comparable to worn tyres “aquaplaning” on a road surface 
with a lot of water on it. As temperature returns to a more normal level this 
gas will dissipate and reliable braking will return but constant exposure to such 
temperatures would irreparably damage the brake pad as its essential resin 
content would all ‘burn off’ into gas.

It should be noted that ‘Gas Slide’ can occur with newly fitted brake pads at 
more everyday temperatures. This early life fade occurs for the same reasons as 
highlighted above because all new brake pads will release a small amount of 
resin gas the first few times they are brought up to temperature. 

To avoid this issue, technicians fitting new brake pads to a vehicle should always 
conduct a controlled ‘bedding-in’ process. It is also worth noting that brake discs 
should also be bed-in for the first 300 miles after fitment to avoid ‘warping’.

It should also be noted that a modern high-quality brake pad, such as those 
manufactured by Allied Nippon, is unlikely to result in any noticeable brake fade 
if bedded correctly and used within normal driving conditions.

ALLIED NIPPON STOPS EVERYTHING FROM A SMART CAR TO A 44-TONNE TRUCK!

Within the realm of braking, we hear a lot of talk about ‘brake fade’. Within this technical article we will 
clearly define the causes of brake fade and provide practical advice for how best to avoid it. 
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Ask for Aerotwin wiper blades

Outstanding visibility  
in any weather

bosch-aerotwin.com

GATES INTRODUCE THREE NEW HOSE RANGES, EXAMPLES OF POPULAR / HIGH 
FAILURE PARTS NOW AVAILABLE…

GATES HOSE SOLUTIONS:

TO FIND OUT MORE CONTACT YOUR LOCAL BRANCH

MFL1094
•  To fit: PEUGEOT / CITROËN
•  Models: 207, 208, 308, PARTNER, 

EXPERT, C3, C4, 1.4/1.6HDI

MFL1080
•  To fit: FORD /PEUGEOT / CITROËN
•  Models: MONDEO, KUGA, SMAX, 

EXPERT, C4, C5, 2.0TDCI/HDI

EMH442
•  To fit: MINI
•  Models: ONE, COOPER, 1.4/1.6

EMH183
•  To fit: VOLVO
•  Models: S60,S70,S80, V70, XC70, 

XC90, 2.0/2.3/2.4/2.5

ANTK1056
•  To fit: FORD / VOLVO
•  Models: FOCUS, C30, S40, V50, 

1.6D

ANTK1058
•  To fit: FORD
•  Models: FOCUS, TRANSIT CONNECT, 

1.8TDCI

ANTK1085
•  To fit: BMW
•  Models: 3, 5, 7 SERIES, 2.0 / 2.2 / 

2.5 /2.8

AIR INTAKE HOSES

MOLDED FUEL LINE HOSES CRANKCASE BREATHER HOSES
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THREE NEW OE QUALITY GATES AUTOMOTIVE HOSE RANGES ARE AVAILABLE FOR 
PASSENGER CAR APPLICATIONS.

The role of the molded fuel line hose is 
to circulate fuel from the fuel tank to the 
injectors. The new Gates range provides 
more durable solutions to problems caused 
by poor fuel quality, which can cause 
blockages. Damage to O-rings through 
prolonged use and failure of line joints and 
plug-in/plug-out failures can also occur and 
often take place during injector replacement 
or maintenance procedures. Gates has 
designed the first 50 fast moving OE quality 
part numbers to fit parts for Citroen, Fiat, 
Ford, Mercedes-Benz, Peugeot and Renault. 
Applications such as the 1.4L HDi Citroen 
C3Mk 1 and 2, Peugeot 208 and Mercedes 
Sprinter will be welcome and popular 
additions, as will the 1.5L Renault Clio  
Mks 1-4 DCi.

MOLDED FUEL LINE HOSES
Air is fed from the air filter box to the engine 
via the air intake hose. Sensors inside each 
air intake hose balance the air pressure 
and help to ensure maximum engine 
performance. Constant contact with engine 
oil on the inside, as well as accidental 
spillages during oil changes on the outside, 
can cause gradual degradation. Vibration 
accelerates wear and tear to the nodes. 
Hoses tear as a consequence of inconsistent 
internal pressure, which is often attributed 
to variations in wall thickness or low quality 
materials. Thanks to a strong OE pedigree, 
Gates air intake hoses are manufactured 
from proven EPDM and NBR materials to 
assembly line standards. The first 25 part 
numbers released will include a variety of 
applications, such as 2.5L BMW E39 and 
523i 1.6L Ford C-Max TDCi (’03 onward) and 
1.5L Dacia Logan DCi.

AIR INTAKE HOSES

Engine oil vapour and leaking gases from 
the crankcase are fed to the intake manifold 
via crankcase breather hoses. Some of the 
materials used in the construction of such 
hoses are made from plastic materials that 
are often too rigid, leading to failure. Gates’ 
new crankcase breather hose range contains 
plastics that are more durable. Some of the 
applications covered by the first 25 part 
numbers of the new Gates range will include 
BMW E38 and E39, Ford Focus, as well as 
the 1.4L Fiat 500 and 1.4L  
Punto Grande.

CRANKCASE BREATHER 
HOSES

HOSE SOLUTIONS FOR FUEL LINE, 
CRANKCASE BREATHER AND 
AIR INTAKE SYSTEMS

The three new hose ranges are: 

•�  Molded Fuel Lines: for petrol and diesel applications in fuel management systems
•�  Crankcase Breather: for air control systems 
•�  Air intake: for air control systems

As always, the Gates focus is to deliver parts for popular vehicles already being received for service and repair maintenance 
procedures at garage level. These new hoses offer fast fitting solutions and satisfy existing market end-user demand.

TO FIND OUT MORE CONTACT YOUR LOCAL BRANCH
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CALL FOR 
OUR BEST 
PRICES!

SMART
PHONE

•  The Trupart Mirror Indicator range gives  
the flexibility to change only the indicator  
module and not the whole wing mirror,  
reducing costs for customers.

•  8 out of 10 top-selling cars manufactured now 
have Mirror Indicators.

MIRROR INDICATOR 
RANGE

PART NO. APPLICATION

MSP9400/1 Mercedes Sprinter (06 - 18), Crafter (06 - 17)

MSP3880/1 Ford Transit Mk8 9 [Exc. Custom] (3/14>)

MSP6316/7 VW Golf [Exc. Estate] (09 - 6/13), Touran (10 - 15)

MSP3966/7 Ford Fiesta (10/08 - 17), B-Max (12 - 18)

MSP3844/5 Ford Focus (3/08 - 18), Mondeo (11 - 3/15)

MSP9354/5 Fiat Ducato, Citroën Relay, Peugeot Boxer (06>)

For more information contact us in branch today!

STOP PRESS: DOOR MIRROR INDICATORS – A PRODUCT NOT TO BE OVERLOOKED!

2020
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HEADS – YOU WIN,  
TAILS – YOU WIN!

REAR LAMPS

CALL FOR 
OUR BEST 
PRICES!

SMART
PHONE

CALL FOR 
OUR BEST 
PRICES!

SMART
PHONE

CALL FOR 
OUR BEST 
PRICES!

SMART
PHONE

WE HAVE A GREAT RANGE OF HEADLAMPS AND 
TAIL LAMPS – ALL AT COMPETITIVE PRICES – 
NOW AVAILABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL BRANCH!

CALL FOR 
OUR BEST 
PRICES!

SMART
PHONE

CALL FOR 
OUR BEST 
PRICES!

SMART
PHONE

HEADLAMPS

For more information contact us in branch today!

Ford Transit chassis cab (3/14>) 
•  Lens only  •  Clear indicator 

LL6320
•  Right-hand

LL6321
•  Left-hand

Ford Fiesta (9/12 – 17) 
•  Chrome inner  •  DRL LED •  Projector  •  Includes motor 

HL1818
•  Right-hand

HL1819
•  Left-hand

Ford Fiesta (9/12 – 17) 
•  Black surround  •  Non-projector 

HL1816
•  Right-hand

HL1817
•  Left-hand

Vauxhall Corsa 5-door (10/14>) 
•  Outer rear lamp 

Citroën Relay, Fiat Ducato, Peugeot Boxer chassis 
cab (12>), Renault Master, Vauxhall Movano 
•  Includes B/H 

Ford Transit chassis cab (3/14>) 
•  Complete rear lamp  •  Clear indicator 

LL6322
•  Right-hand

LL6323
•  Left-hand

LL4146
•  Right-hand

LL4147
•  Left-hand

LL2987
•  Left-hand

PRODUCT
FOCUS

CALL FOR 
OUR BEST 
PRICES!

SMART
PHONE

LL2986
•  Right-hand
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DON'T GET CAUGHT OUT…CONTACT YOUR LOCAL BRANCH TODAY!

EVERYTHING YOU NEED FROM ANTI-FREEZE TO 
WIPERS FROM THE LEADING SUPPLIERS!

AND MANY MORE!

WINTER ESSENTIALS…
WE'VE GOT THEM COVERED!
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DON'T GET CAUGHT OUT…CONTACT YOUR LOCAL BRANCH TODAY!

WINTER ESSENTIALS…
WE'VE GOT THEM COVERED!
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To find out more contact your local branch today!

For more information regarding the OEM quality power transmission products 
in the Dayco range, visit: www.dayco.com

BIO OVERVIEW

As Ford’s power transmission supply partner, Dayco was tasked with the 
challenge to engineer a solution to supersede the chain driven high pressure 
injection pump for the manufacturer’s popular ‘Lynx’ engine, which had 
been widely used to power various Focus, C-Max, S-Max, Mondeo, Galaxy, 
Tourneo Connect and Transit Connect models since 1998.

Following the successful introduction, BIO technology has now been 
incorporated into several engines from other vehicle manufacturers (VMs) 
including PSA and VAG, as well as additional Ford engines, such as its multi 
award-winning 1.0-litre EcoBoost unit.

BIO technology has brought in a true revolution in synchronous transmission 
systems because developing a solution that enables a drive belt to work 
inside the confines of the engine has meant that the best of belt and chain 
technologies have been brought together.

As a result, the previous advantages associated with a chain driven system 
over an external belt system in terms of the size of the engine, have been 
mitigated and the more evident advantages of a belt transmission have 
been maintained. These benefits translate into the ability to reduce the 
weight of the transmission system and therefore reduce its inertia, which 
combined with the lower friction properties of a flexible belt, delivers 
the twin environmental benefits of lower fuel consumption and reduced 
emissions.

BIO belts are also typically not as wide as dry belts because the need to 
dissipate the heat that naturally builds up as a result of friction between 
the belt and the pulleys/tensioners, is counteracted by the fact that the oil 
both reduces the level of friction between these components and cools the 
belt. Dayco BIO applications also benefit from the company’s unique use of 
PTFE on the teeth of its HT belts, which further reduces friction and means 
that they have a greater load capacity and provide a longer service life.

However, perhaps the most significant contribution to these savings is 
the fact that, unlike a chain, a timing belt, whether located on the wet 
or dry side of the engine, cannot stretch, which prevents the engine from 
undergoing phase variations due to elongation and therefore actively 

helps to avoid increased pollution caused by incorrect valve timing. The 
technology also produces noticeably lower noise levels than a comparable 
chain driven system.

VMs are under enormous pressure to reduce exhaust emissions and increase 
fuel efficiency of the engines that power their vehicles, which means they 
need to push the technological boundaries in order to achieve the gains 
they need. Therefore, it is necessary for them to work in partnership 
with specialist component manufacturers, such as Dayco, to develop the 
technology needed to meet their objectives.

Looking at their mainstream power plants, 
Ford for example, has made the decision to 
deploy a range of high performance, small 
capacity petrol and diesel engines to address 
the emission/consumption challenge.

Ford’s EcoBoost family of turbocharged, 
direct injection petrol engines are designed 
to deliver levels of power and torque normally 
associated with larger capacity engines, while 
at the same time achieving 20 per cent better fuel 
efficiency and 15 per cent lower emissions. Integral 
to the EcoBoost design is the revolutionary BIO 
timing drive system developed by Dayco.

These original equipment developments are naturally reflected in Dayco’s 
aftermarket programme, which allows factors to supply independent 
workshops with these solutions to enable them to offer their customers 
a like-for-like replacement that provides them with an alternative to the 
franchised dealer.

Almost without exception, whether petrol or diesel powered, the internal combustion engine relies on a mechanically 
driven primary (valve timing) drive system and until relatively recently, these would have been either via a chain running 
inside the engine or a belt mounted externally. However, in 2007, Dayco designed and developed an alternative solution 
that combined the benefits of both a ‘wet’ chain and ‘dry’ belt, to produce the world’s first belt-in-oil (BIO) drive system.

THE DEVELOPING TECHNOLOGY OF POWER TRANSMISSION DRIVE SYSTEMS
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CONSUMABLE PAPER    RECYCLED PAPER    UK PAPER    RELIABLE PAPER
CENTREFEED    TOILET ROLL    WIPER ROLL    HAND TOWELS    CLEANING
CONSUMABLE PAPER    RECYCLED PAPER    UK PAPER    RELIABLE PAPER
CENTREFEED    TOILET ROLL    WIPER ROLL    HAND TOWELS    CLEANING

CONSUMABLE PAPER    RECYCLED PAPER    UK PAPER    RELIABLE PAPER
CENTREFEED    TOILET ROLL    WIPER ROLL    HAND TOWELS    CLEANING
CONSUMABLE PAPER    RECYCLED PAPER    UK PAPER    RELIABLE PAPER
CENTREFEED    TOILET ROLL    WIPER ROLL    HAND TOWELS    CLEANING

Quality
Paper Products
Made in the UK

Secure your supply chain
Buy British

specialist paper makers since 1763specialist paper makers since 1763 consumable paper productsconsumable paper products

LOW FOAM FOR SAFE AND FAST 
PARTICULATE FILTER CLEANING 
IN THE WORKSHOP

DPF & GPF
ON-CAR CLEANER

LOW FOAM
For safe and fast 

particulate filter cleaning

NON-FLAMMABLE

For safe use in the workshop

PETROL & DIESEL

Particulate filters

FAST-ACTING
Removes soot and ash deposits 

from blocked particulate filters

ON-CAR

(NO DISMANTLING)
No need to remove the 
particulate filter from the vehicle

No forced regeneration required

Scan the QR code to watch the video www.wynns.com

NEW
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GREAT DEALS ON THESE  
WORKSHOP ESSENTIALS

PLACE YOUR ORDER IN BRANCH TODAY

ONLY £32.95

INTELLIGENT BATTERY 
CHARGER 4-120AH

7652

ONLY £89.95

JUMP STARTER - 
MULTI-FUNCTION

7405

ONLY £4.95

BATTERY/ALTERNATOR 
TESTER

2274

ONLY £12.95

(CD) 3 IN ONE 
WINDSCREEN CLEANER

80008

ONLY £5.95

ANTIFREEZE TESTER 
FOR PROPYLENE 
GLYCOL

4292

ONLY £5.95

ANTIFREEZE TESTER 
FOR ETHYLENE GLYCOL

4293

ONLY £74.95

COB WORKLIGHT - 15W

6760

ONLY £8.95

LASER TOOLS RACING 
BEANIE HAT WITH 
RECHARGEABLE LAMP

6899

ONLY £7.95

COB PENLIGHT - 
ALUMINIUM

7055

ONLY £49.95

COB WORKLAMP - 3W

7056

ONLY £15.95

COB WORKLAMP - 2W

7057

ONLY £27.95

RECHARGEABLE MINI 
WORK LAMP - 5W COB

7505

BOX OF 20
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Technical BUlleTin

cst.uk@trw.com
44.197.866.7800

Code:  BETBC45

Pages:  1 of 1

Audi A8 Rear Calipers
CA1195 & CA1195R
Inlet: 10mm (Standard Inlet Pipe Fitting)
Piston: 38mm                    Discs:- Solid
Detail: Inlet next to bleed screw
Casting No: L/H-2624          R/H- 2625

CA1510 & CA1510R
Inlet: 10mm (Standard Inlet Pipe Fitting)
Piston: 43mm                    Discs:- Vented
Detail: Inlet next to bleed screw
Casting No: L/H- 4921              R/H- 4922

CA2315 & CA2315R
Inlet: 10mm (Standard Inlet Pipe Fitting)
Piston: 38mm                    Discs:- Solid
Detail: Inlet next to bleed screw
Casting No: Not Available

CA2328 & CA2328R
Inlet: 12mm (Banjo Inlet Pipe Fitting)
Piston: 43mm                    Discs:- Vented
Detail: Inlet next to bleed screw
Casting No: L/H- 559                  R/H- 560

Due to the complexity of ordering the correct caliper

Caliper Identification CA1195R, CA1510R, 
CA2315R & CA2328R

GENERATIONS OF
QUALITY.

FAG is a trusted OE supplier to vehicle 
producers around the world. 
We deliver these same OE bearings to 
mechanics wanting genuine quality 
and reliability to protect their customers, 
and their reputation. 
Fitting bearings that have not been designed, 
engineered, tested and approved to VM 
specifications and quality standards is a 
risky business, so for safety’s sake fit FAG.

www.schaeffler.co.uk/aftermarket
www.repxpert.co.uk

The concept of ‘Original Aftermarket’ from Brake Engineering, 
which promotes quality braking parts in the automotive industry, 
is more pertinent than ever as it celebrates five years of  
the initiative.

Original Aftermarket was launched to redefine the supply and fit of braking 
products in the automotive aftermarket and bring transparency, clarity and 
quality to an overly complex product sector.

Since the launch, Brake Engineering has introduced 
a number of services to support its braking ranges 
including a range of merchandise, technical bulletins, 
Core Acceptance POS, ‘A Day In The Life Of A Brake 
Engineering Caliper’ and a suite of product literature.

Brake Engineering has been remanufacturing brake 
calipers for over 35 years. And in this time, it has 
refined the process to ensure every unit is of the 
highest possible quality before entering the market.

As an example, every remanufactured brake caliper is fitted with brand new 
pistons seals and sliders and every unit is end of line tested using high- and 
low-pressure testing.

This is coupled with the fact that all its remanufactured calipers are produced 
in the UK at the centre of excellence in Wrexham, North Wales. 

When remanufacturing calipers, only the core is subject to strict acceptance 
criteria and a stringent quality remanufacturing process that involves its 
inspection, dismantling, cleaning, rebuild and test. Brake Engineering calipers 
are also electroplated with a chrome 6 free finish, which is also better for the 
environment, to extend the life of the caliper.”

ENSURING CORRECT PART IDENTIFICATION
Brake Engineering has introduced 
technical bulletins offering specialist 
advice on a wide range of calipers and 
wheel cylinders, including information on 
product identification and the intricate 
differences of each part number. This 
further aids correct part identification, the 
largest reason in the market for returns.

The bulletins bring transparency to the overly complex braking sector,  
aiding correct caliper identification with part number dimensions, images  
and fitting guides, all of which make product differences more recognisable  
to workshops.

DEFINING THE 
INDUSTRY STANDARD – 
BRAKE ENGINEERING

THE FULL LINE BRAKING SUPPLIER

REMANUFACTURING  
CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
Our caliper remanufacturing is 
located in Wrexham, North Wales. Old 
core units are delivered  
here daily.

BREAKDOWN
Accepted units  
are fully dismantled 
including the  
pistons and sliders.

INSPECTION
We inspect each unit against strict 
core acceptance criteria where 
rejected units are scrapped or 
returned.

CLEANING
The dismantled unit then 
passes to a blast wash 
where it is cleansed of  
dirt and debris.

PLATING
The unit is then electroplated 
in a Chrome 6 free finish which 
aids the life of our calipers.

SHIPMENT
Delivered nationwide 
daily via next day 
delivery.

FITMENT
Fitted to cars every day for 
trouble free motoring.

TESTING
Each unit is only released 
once it passes stringent 
multi-stage high and low 
pressure tests as used at OE 
level.

PACKING
In the distinctive black and 
amber Brake Engineering 
box.

REBUILD
The unit is then ready for 
rebuilding and  
passes through  
advanced production 
cells including:

•  Fitment of 100% new 
rubber components.

•  Fitment of 100% new 
piston and sliders – 
manufactured on site.

ORIGINAL AFTERMARKET SINCE 1981

CALIPERSDISCS AND DRUMS PADS AND SHOES HYDRAULICS

www.brake-eng.com

   1 9/23/2020   12:33:51 PM

www.brake-eng.com

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL BRANCH TODAY!
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WINDOW LIFT REGULATORS

1950+  
part numbers 

50,000  
applications 

30,000,000  
vehicles on the road

...WITH VXPRO
 A complete range of Cable, Scissor, Bowden and Double Bowden 

systems for cars and light commercial vehicles.

IT’S TIME TO 
POWER UP...
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Tungsram Megalight Ultra +150
Premium quality automotive lamps with up to 150% more light on the road
High performance, maximum safety

automotive.tungsram.com/en
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Discover more at www.yuasa.com

Upgrade to 
Yuasa

Grow your battery business



 

A global leader
The highest OE quality
The widest range 

Complete support
A winning team
The best online tools

The world’s leading battery manufacturer



 

Why settle for good when you can have 
the best? Upgrade to: 

JAPANESE
OE manufacturer

FOR OVER 100 YEARS

Upgrade_A4_V2.indd   1Upgrade_A4_V2.indd   1 26/08/2020   19:15:0726/08/2020   19:15:07
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All you need to know about  
next generation batteries
The constant requirement for more efficient, cleaner and technologically advanced vehicles means 
that the introduction and development of vehicles featuring these systems will have increased to 
approximately 70-80% of all vehicles produced in Europe by 2025. This equates to over 30 million 
vehicles within the EU alone. The enforcement of EU emission reduction legalisation will affect vehicle 
manufacturers sales against competitors who have invested and gained the fuel & emission savings. 
With more and more modern vehicles featuring emissions reduction technology such as start-stop, 
battery replacement has become more complex and time consuming. 

On vehicles with start-stop technology it is essential the battery is replaced 
with one of the correct technology and specification. If a vehicle is fitted with 
an AGM Start-Stop battery then the replacement must also be AGM Start-
Stop. The same applies to EFB products. 

Most modern vehicles come fitted with a Battery Management System (BMS) 
which must be reset through the on-board diagnostics (OBD) port to tell the 
vehicle when the battery has been replaced. Failure to fit the correct battery 
or reset the BMS can cause issues such as battery failure and complete loss 
of start-stop functionality. 

BENEFITS OF AGM OVER CONVENTIONAL FLOODED 
BATTERIES

•  Capable of delivering approximately 360,000 engine starts when 
compared to a conventional flooded battery maximum of 50,000. 

•  Typically, an AGM battery has a 30 - 40% increase in cold cranking 
power (CCA) over conventional flooded Lead Acid battery resulting 
in increased engine cranking speeds, shorter engine start times and 
reduced CO2 emissions during the engine start cycle. 

•  Extremely low self-discharge rates when compared to a standard 
aftermarket conventional flooded Lead Acid battery. Approximately 
3 – 6 times lower. 

•  Maintenance of the ability to accept charge immediately after 
starting the engine and from energy produced by a Regenerative 
Braking system, known as Dynamic Charge Acceptance (DCA) is 
currently up to 3 times that of a conventional flooded Lead Acid 
battery. 

On many new vehicles, the battery is not fitted under the bonnet and locating 
it can take time. The replacement process can also take far more time than 
on standard ignition vehicles, with some vehicles requiring up to an hour and 

a half of work. Yuasa’s USB Smart Button, Online Battery Lookup and Yu-Fit 
Battery Configurator all offer a simple solution to save you time and money. 

First launched in 2012, Yuasa’s trade battery 
lookup website, fit.yuasa.com, is the original 
and most comprehensive solution available. 
It accounts for all these different factors. That 
is why it’s the most accurate, trusted and well 
used system in the industry.

Finding the right battery is just the start 
though, once correctly found, users can download detailed information. Data 
such as, battery location on the vehicle, accurate fitting times and location 
of OBD (on-board diagnostics) if appropriate. This is complemented by full 
OE level step-by-step fitting instructions that can be printed for convenience. 
Garages can additionally use the online fitting system to help with customer 
quotations and other enquiries. 

Yuasa’s award-winning Yu-Fit Battery Configuration tool is the ideal solution 
for reprogramming the battery management system on start – stop vehicles. 
It connects to the vehicles OBD port, and is quick and easy to use with 
robust construction. 

For more information on Yuasa and their products visit, www.yuasa.com.
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FREE  

Lifetime  

Software 

Updates

PLUS: 2 years 

warranty!

2 Years 
of Software 

Updates
PLUS: 2 years 

warranty!

The CRP 129 EVO is an intelligent and network friendly 
diagnostic tool based on Android. It has the OBD full 
functions that best meets the entry-level marketdemand 
for passenger cars, as well as the basic disgnostic 
functions of the four vehicle systems: Engine, Automatic 
Transmission, ABS and SRS. Compared with the previous 
CRP 129 Premium, the EVO has more vehicle service 
functions and the ability to be updated via WiFi directly, 
no need to connect to PC update tool.

•  Full OBD II functions
•  Data record and replay
•  DTC read and clear, Livedata of 4 systems (Engine, AT, 

ABS,SRS)
•  Diagnostic report
•  Feedback function
•  Software online update

ONLY

£329

-431 PRO 5 PLUS -431 PRO 5 LITE

CRP 129 EVO

•  OS: Android 9.0
•  CPU: 1.8 GHz 8 Cores
•  4GB memory
•  Internal 64GB  

+ microSD card 32GB
•  10.1” touch screen
•  Battery: 7000mAh
•  Wifi: 2.4GHz and 5GHz
•  Camera: Front 5MP, Rear 8MP

•  OS: Android 9.0
•  CPU: 1.8 GHz 8 Cores •  4GB memory
•  Internal 32GB + microSD card 32GB
•  10.1” touch screen
•  16 pin DBS car connector and extension cable

To find out more, please visit www.launchtech.co.uk or ask your local branch.

A lucrative opportunity for new work!
Automatic transmissions are no longer ‘sealed for life’. Vehicle manufacturers have 
started to add a complete fluid exchange in the service schedule at around 75,000km 
(46,000 miles).

Just draining removes only 45%- 60% of the transmission fluid,as the fluid does  
not drain out of the torque converter,cooler lines, valve body,etc. The CAT501S 
consistently and reliably provides a 99.9% fluid exchange thanks to the load cell 
weighing technology and advanced software.

ONLY

£2995
5 Year Lease £15.90pw

Automatic Transmission
Cleaner & Fluid Exchanger
•  Detergent based cleaning cycle
•  Standard adapter set PLUS optional set cover  

most vehicles
•  Connects to most transmission units, including  

double clutch & CVT types
•  One year FREE access to Launch UK database:
 - transmission type
 - oil quantity
 - correct adapters

- fitting location photographs
- oil level check points
- correct procedures

‘Sealed for life’ 
transmissions are 
a thing of the past

Smoother gearshifts
New synthetic fluid restores lubricating & 
friction coefficients to original specifications

The Launch UK SMOKE 1 leak detector has been specifically 
engineered for vehicles sold in the EU.

Operating at higher pressure than EVAP models the SMOKE1 
is perfect for quickly finding leaks in petrol and diesel turbo 
systems. The smoke vapour will find leaks in many closed 
systems such as intercoolers, exhaust systems, intake manifolds, 
wind and water leaks etc, etc.

The Launch Smoke 2 v2.0 diagnostic leak detector is a 
specially engineered device for EU vehicles, operating at 
a higher pressure than EVAP models. Perfect for finding 
leaks in petrol and diesel turbo systems, as well as inter-
coolers, exhaust systems etc.

SMOKE 1 AUTOMOTIVE 
DIAGNOSTIC LEAK DETECTOR

SMOKE 2 DIAGNOSTIC  
LEAK DETECTOR, 
SMOKE MACHINE

X431 EURO TAB 2 
ONLY

£3250
5 Year Lease £17.25 pw

SMOKE 1 ONLY

£395

SMOKE 2 ONLY

£595

2 Years of Software UpdatesPLUS: 2 years warranty! ONLY

£1295
5 Year Lease £6.87pw

-431 PRO S

•  Full OBDII functionality on all vehicle systems 
• Supports American, European & Asian vehicles
•  8” touch screen android tablet • 2Gb ram & 16Gb memory 
•  Wifi & Bluetooth enabled •  4850mah battery 6 hours runtime

ONLY

£1950
5 Year Lease £10.35pw

ONLY

£1795
5 Year Lease £9.53pw

X431 Euro Tab II is a high end diagnostic tool with docking station. Developed around Android version 7.1 with new features 
such as DOIP, J2534 pass-through online programming, DCT-based database, intelligent diagnosis, etc. It inherits sll the 

excellent functionsof the previous generation tool. It supports dual 5GHz WiFi communication.

10” SCREEN

ANDROID

WIFI

BLUETOOTH

For leasing Terms and Conditions please see page 2.

X431 EURO TAB 2NEWNEW

BST-860  
Battery Tester

NEWNEW

The BST-860 is suitable for testing 6 V, 12 V and 24 V batteries, as well as the Stop/
Start battery and other related electrical systems, and comes with an integrated 
thermal printer, so that users can hand the testing report to customers.

BST-860 ONLY

£229

2 Years 

of Software 

Updates

PLUS: 2 years 

warranty!

1 year  Haynes Pro Electronics!

NEWNEW

NEWNEW
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GARAGE EQUIPMENT
since 1922

Model Description Price

SF/9010/H 3.0t electro-mechanical with 
heavy duty base frame

SF/9207 4.0t electro-hydraulic with base 
frame and excellent access

SF/9025 5.0t electro-hydraulic baseless 
lift with symmetrical arms

Model Description Price

SF/9436/SR 3.5t Quadra compact service lift 
MOT version also available

SF/9084 4.0t Quadra service lift with 5m 
platforms for longer vehicles

SF/9006 4.0t Quadra compact MOT lift 
with recessed radius plates

User Type What’s included Price
Low 

volume
22”  tyre changer inc. assist arm

+ electronic wheel balancer
Medium 
volume

24”  tyre changer inc. assist arm 
+ automatic wheel balancer

High 
volume

28”  tyre changer inc. assist arm +  
Premium automatic wheel balancer

Tyre shop
Leverless 28”  tyre changer inc. 

assist arm + Premium automatic 
wheel balancer with 19” display
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Tecalemit’s 4 post lifts feature:

• Hydraulic and mechanical safety systems
with electronic latching

• Integral jacking rails
• Recessed and drive-through options

Sample tyre packages below
Call today for a package tailored

to your personal requirements

Tecalemit’s 2 post lifts feature:

• Automatic arm locking
• Foot/toe protection device fitted on arms
• Optional extensions for lifting pads
• Up to 5.0t lifting capacity

Tecalemit is one of the UK’s longest established 
suppliers of MOT Testing equipment, offering a 
comprehensive range of technically advanced 
DVSA approved equipment. 

Tecalemit’s in-house workshop planners will work from 
the initial concept stages with a client’s architects and 
consultants to ensure the key infrastructure features 
are included in the building design.

To find out more about Tecalemit’s range of MOT 
packages, speak to your local representative today

All Tecalemit wheel 
balancers come 
with clear, easy to 
read displays to 
help assist in quick 
balancing

All Tecalemit tyre 
changers come with 
an assisting arm to 
reduce operator 
effort when 
changing tyres

£3,175
£16.85p/w

£5,514
£29.27p/w

£3,030
£16.08p/w

£3,594
£19.08p/w

£5,921
£31.43p/w

£5,985
£31.77p/w

£7,062
£37.48p/w

£7,117
£37.77p/w

£7,265
£38.56p/w

£8,495
£45.09p/w

Finance options are available. See page 2 for Terms and Conditions.
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Partners in
Technology

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT UNLESS STATED OTHERWISEPROMOTION VALID UNTIL 31ST DECEMBER 2020

www . s e a l e y . c o . u k

Model No. Starting Current Peak Amps Voltage Auxiliary Output Cable & Clamp Length Weight List Price OUR PRICE
PBI1812S 323A 1700A 12V 12V 0.6m 7.2kg  £259.95 £179.95 
PBI2212GS 900A 2300A 12V 1 x USB - 2.1A, 1 x 12V 1.6m 9.5kg  £479.95 £374.95 
PBI4424GS 1800/900A 4600A(12V)/2300A(24V) 12/24V 1 x USB - 2.1A, 1 x 12V 1.7m 17.5kg  £819.95 £639.95 

RoadStart® Emergency 
Jump Starters 
DEKRA Approved

 Intelligent Speed Charge Battery Chargers

• High output AGM battery  
especially formulated to jump 
start vehicles.

• A fusible link integrated in the 
output cable gives increased 
protection to the unit,  
while enabling fuse  
change without  
disassembly.

• Fully automatic microprocessor controlled battery chargers and maintainers.
• Patented Speed Charge technology actively monitors the charge  

acceptance and constantly modifies the charge output.
• Charges the battery up to 3 times faster than  

conventional battery chargers without damaging the battery.
• Charges conventional lead acid, calcium,AGM/GEL, leisure and stop/start batteries.
• Fully automatic float mode ensures that the battery is kept fully charged  

and ready to use, for extended periods of time.
• Reverse polarity protection, thermal runaway protection and automatic  

shut-off are included as standard.

Model No. Output Charge Battery Range Output Cable Length Supply IP Rating List Price OUR PRICE
SPI1S 1A Lead Acid 12Ah(6V), 12-35Ah(12V) 6/12V 1.8m 230V IP54  £47.95 £34.95
SPI3S 3A Lead Acid 12-59Ah, LiFePO4 3-50Ah 12V 2m 230V IP64  £74.95 £53.95
SPI10S 10A 10-230Ah Lead Acid 12V 1.8m 230V IP20  £107.95 £76.95
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Comprehensive application 
data covering the entire 
range is available online from 
AutoCat+

Beckermann Fuel Vaporizers are engineered 
to original equipment standards and built to 
withstand extreme temperatures for long 
lasting performance. 

Available now from Beckermann

NEW FUEL 
VAPORIZERS
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The Fuel Vaporizer is a relatively new component 
designed to improve the DPF regeneration process 
and further reduce harmful emissions.

DPF regeneration requires extremely high temperatures for 
soot to be removed from the DPF by combustion. When normal 
driving conditions do not allow for this temperature to be reached 
in the exhaust system additional processes must be introduced 
to raise the heat.

Traditionally, post injection of unburned diesel fuel into 
the combustion chamber provides the catalyst and raises 
temperatures. However, this has been found to cause oil dilution 
leading to premature engine wear or more frequent servicing.

Fuel Vaporizers go some way to solving this problem, lowering 
emissions whilst prolonging engine life. Rather than being 
injected directly into the combustion chamber, fuel is directed 
to the Fuel Vaporizer. The Vaporizer then uses an integrated, 
electrically heated glow plug to evaporate the fuel before injecting 
it into the exhaust gas stream ahead of the catalytic converter / 
diesel oxidation catalyst. Vaporized hydrocarbons are then burnt 
on the catalytic converter, releasing energy from exothermal 
chemical reactions and raising the temperature before the DPF 
allowing for regeneration to occur without oil dilution or the need 
for additional cooling.

With the introduction of Fuel Vaporizers, vehicles can achieve 
more frequent DPF regeneration under lower loads and even at 
idle.

What causes failure?
The most common cause of fuel vaporizer failure is clogging. When 
the outlet nozzle becomes clogged with soot the component will 
fail. Cleaning the nozzle is generally not possible so replacement 
is required.

Overheating can also cause failure; this is usually caused by a 
lack of fuel being supplied to the component and can point to 
problems with the fuel pump.

If the glow plug inside of the vaporizer fails, fuel will not be 
vaporized before entering the process. This may result in dark 
smoke from the exhaust. 

Symptoms of failure
When the fuel vaporizer fails, DPF regeneration cannot occur. 
This will cause the engine management light or engine service 
message to appear. Fault codes will usually point to a DPF issue. 

The vehicle may enter limp home or limited power mode until the 
fault is rectified.

Common fault codes for the Ford Mondeo which is highly prone 
to Fuel Vaporizer failure are as follows:

P246B-00: Vehicle Conditions Incorrect for Diesel 
Particulate Filer Regeneration.

P2463-00: Diesel Particulate Filter – Soot Accumulation.

P24A4-00: Diesel Particulate Filter Restriction – Soot 
Accumulation Too High (Bank 1)

So what are Fuel Vaporizers?

For more information contact us today!
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FORD DPF ISSUES:
Fuel Vaporizers commonly feature on Ford passenger and commercial vehicles and whilst the technology boasts improved engine 
life and reliability, it is believed that many Ford DPF issues stem directly from the failure of this part. As such the demand for the 
component within the automotive aftermarket is on an upward trend that is predicted to continue over the coming years.
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Whatever the car, you want to feel confident you’ve installed parts 
that won’t let your customers down. As a reliable OE supplier we set 
our standards high, which means you work with quality parts that fit 
the repair at hand, every time. 
 
Talk to SKF and keep your promises.

Be confident you’re fitting  
the best every time.

Find us on vsm.skf.com

® SKF is a registered trademark of the SKF Group.  |  © SKF Group 2020
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durite.co.ukCall us +44 (0)1255 555200  |                    Email sales@durite.co.uk

DURITE SUPER CAPACITOR 
BOOSTER PACKS

SUPER COMPACT & NO NEED TO PRE-CHARGE
A super capacitor harnesses power from your weak vehicle 
battery to push a large amount of current back into the 
battery, simply connect the clips to the battery terminals of 
your vehicle and start the engine on vehicles up to 16.0L.

12/24V SUPER CAPACITOR
Part no. 0-649-70
1200A, for vehicles up to 16L

12V SUPER CAPACITOR 
Part no. 0-649-75
800A, for vehicles up to 6L petrol & 3L diesel 

• Intelligent LCD display shows vehicle battery 
state of charge

• Analyses the health of the battery and let you 
know if you need to repair or replace it

CONTACT YOUR 
LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR

For more Durite products visit durite.co.uk

Advert.indd   2Advert.indd   2 02/10/2020   16:08:3402/10/2020   16:08:34

ZMB312
WALL HANGING BULB DISPLAY

AN ICON EVOLVED
Completely new design

Heavy duty plastic construction
Modular Euro-hook section

Includes 200 of the top 17 bulbs
Iconic Lucas green branding

Scan here for more information 
and full stand contents

LIGHTING THE WAY 
FOR OVER 140 
YEARS
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For a DPF as good as 
new...choose Carwood’s 

cleaning service!
 Restores blocked DPF to 98% original         
  efficiency 
 High-quality, low-cost alternative to new
 All makes & models of car & van
 3-4 day leadtime - small price to pay for a     
  big saving
 Dedicated technical hotline; 0844 576 2524
 Backed by a 12-month clean guarantee

Contact your local IFA member to 
arrange collection

www.carwood.co.uk

We’ve given our 
turbo range a little 
boost!

1,000+ 
turbos

13,200+  
applications

42,600+  
x-refs

95% of car 
& LCV parc

covering popular & late-model vehicles

Call your local IFA member to order 
from our new supercharged range
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The X-type had struggled to stand up to its German counterparts, 
whereas the S-Type carried with it an age rating of over 55’s only. 
Now, despite some slightly questionable interior options, overall, the 
XF looked the part; much to the surprise of a large customer segment 
of discerning executive buyers. Then came the expert industry 
reviews, and to everyone’s amazement, this stunning looking car 
actually cornered with the finesse of, well… a Jaguar!

Ironically, these large saloons are often only carrying the driver and 
therefore interiors are usually kept very tidy, leading to long ownership but 
as with most executive cars they’re bought for big mileage. 

With more than 20 steering & suspension items in stock, all manufactured 
to the highest standards, FAI has what you need.

Jaguar XF 08-16

Looks the part…
Drives with finesse!

ASK US ABOUT OUR NEW TO RANGE OFFERS, CONTACT YOUR LOCAL BRANCH TODAY.

FAI PART NO. DESCRIPTION OE REF

SS10217 Inner Tie Rod C2D47149

SS5806 Link Rod Rear XR81692

SS10140 / SS10141 Tie Rod End L / R C2Z5518 / C2Z5517

SS9128 / SS9129 Control Arm Front Lower L / R C2P24862 / C2P24861

SS9232 / SS9233 Control Arm Front Upper L / R XR822285 / XR822284

SS9234 / SS9235 Control Arm Rear Upper L / R C2C10226 / C2C6776

SS9480 Control Arm Rear Lower L / R C2C13829

SS10062K Anti-Roll Bar Bush Kit Rear (14mm) C2Z4719

SS10063K Anti-Roll Bar Bush Kit Front (30mm) C2C35589

SS10064K Anti-Roll Bar Bush Kit Rear (13mm) C2Z4718

SS10217 
INNER TIE ROD

SS5806 
LINK ROD REAR 

SS10140 / SS10141 
TIE ROD END L / R

SS9128 / SS9129 
CONTROL ARM FRONT LOWER L / R

SS9232 / SS9233 
CONTROL ARM FRONT UPPER L / R

SS9234 / SS9235 
CONTROL ARM REAR UPPER L / R

SS9480 
CONTROL ARM REAR LOWER L / R

SS10062K 
ANTI-ROLL BAR BUSH KIT 

REAR (14mm)

SS10063K 
ANTI-ROLL BAR BUSH KIT 

FRONT (30mm)

SS10064K 
ANTI-ROLL BAR BUSH KIT 

REAR (13mm)
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Brake & Clutch Hydraulics
Water Pumps

Contact your local branch to find out more!

More than fifty years ago the Metelli Group was just a mechanical engineering workshop. Today we 
manufacture over 13,000 parts that are distributed across 90 countries. We make brakes and hydraulic 
parts, water pumps, transmission and engine parts with the meticulous quality that northern Italy is famous 
for. Maybe it's because we're Italian or because we're born with a passion for the automotive world. Who 
knows? All that really matters is the quality of our parts. And that's something we never forget.
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You can find the entire ranges of 
Blue Print and other brands of the 
bilstein group at: 

partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com

Brakes  
for All Makes!

www.blue-print.com

Blue Print now offers a complete brake friction range with 
more than 3,400 components for Asian and European vehicle 
applications covering over 98% of all popular cars on European 
roads year 2000 and onwards for brake discs and pads.

Every Blue Print product is researched, designed and manufactured 
to be premium OE matching quality and undergoes stringent and 
regular quality checks to ensure optimum performance & long 
service life. 

Confidence that brakes will fit “Right First Time”
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TECHNICAL HOTLINES
SMART
TALKNEED SOME ADVICE TO FIT A REPLACEMENT PART? OR HELP FINDING IT? OUR COMPREHENSIVE CHECKLIST PUTS 

ALL THE CONTACT DETAILS FOR THE SUPPLIER YOU NEED AT YOUR FINGERTIPS!

APEC

T TECHMATE: 01174 288090
e TECHMATE@apecbraking.co.uk

w
www.apecbraking.co.uk/
Services/Technical-Support.aspx  

BTN TURBO

T 0117 428 8107
e technical@btnturbo.com
w www.btnturbo.com/turbotech/

AUTOMOTIVE 
BRANDS

T 01789 330 668 (Option 1)
e info@automotivebrands.co.uk
w www.powermaxed.com
w www.steelseal.co.uk

AUTEL

T 03330 129959
e hello@autel.uk
w www.autel.uk

AUTODATA

T 01628 688111

AST TOOLS

T 01527 522 550

BANNER 
CHEMICALS

T 01622 833004
e info@cleanairblue.com

COMMA

T 01474 546 318
e Comma Oil Finder
w www.uk.commaoil.com

FIRST LINE

T 01869 329 709
e tech@firstline.co.uk
w www.firstlineltd.com

FOURSTONES 
PAPERMILL

T 01434 602444
w www.fourstonespapermill.co.uk

GATES

T 0844 980 0062
e info@gatestechnical.com
w www.gatestechzone.com

BRAKE  
ENGINEERING

T 01978 667 811
e technical@brake-eng.com
app ZF Part Finder
w www.brake-eng.com

w

www.zf.com/unitedkingdom/
en_gb/corporate/aftermarket/
protech_folder_uk/protech_
main_page.html

BESTPLATE

T 01253 475217
e technical@bestplate.com
w www.bestplate.com

BGA

T 01793 491 777 (option 6)
e sales@bgautomotive.co.uk
w www.bgautomotive.co.uk

BM CATALYSTS

T 01623 663802

app
www.bmcatalysts.co.uk/
technical-information/

BLUE PRINT & FEBI

T 01246 479081
e fen-technical.sales@bilsteingroup.com
w partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com

DELPHI

T 0203 8161 400
e support.uk@delphi.com
w www.delphiautoparts.com

DENSO

T 02476 843410
w www.denso-am.co.uk

CDTI

T 01883 621 048
e info@cdti.com

DRAPER TOOLS

T 02380341615
e sales@drapertools.com
w www.drapertools.com

EUROFLO

app www.euroflo.co.uk

CARWOOD

T
Carwood Birmingham 01215 
529 524 | Ollerton Turbocharger 
Facility 01623 867 999

w www.carwood.co.uk

COOLZONE 
AUTOMOTIVE

T 0843 3304097

IVOR SEARLE

T 01353 727658
e warranty@ivorsearle.co.uk
w www.ivorsearle.co.uk

LAUNCH

T 01752 344989
e enquiries@launchtech.co.uk
w www.launchtech.co.uk

LASER TOOLS

T 01926 818181
e technical@toolconnection.co.uk
w www.toolconnection.co.uk

MAHLE

T 0845 688 5007

w
www.mahle-aftermarket.
com/eu/en/services/technical-
messenger/

w
MPulse  
(Online Mag for Garages):  
www.mpulse.mahle.com/en/

KYB

app Suspension Solutions App

w
www.kyb-europe.com/ 
support-zone/

HELLA

T 01295 662400
w www.hella.com/techworld/uk/

GYS

T 01926 338609 (main number)

app
tech guide to working safely 
with batteries:  
www.gys-welding.com

LIFTMASTER

T 01420 549037
e service@liftmasterltd.com

KLARIUS

T 01538 752561
w www.klarius.eu/techtalk/

METELLI

w
www.metelli.com/en/ 
Support/Handbooks

MISWA

T 01604 701111
w www.miswa.com

SERENCO

T Michael Darling 07720 826350
e md@serenco.co.uk

SACH’S

T 0333 240 1123
e info.zf-services-uk@zf.com
w www.aftermarket.zf.com/uk

SCHAEFFLER

T 01432 264264
e aftermarket.uk@schaeffler.com
w www.repxpert.co.uk

RING

T 0113 2137329
w www.ringautomotive.com

PICO

T 01480 396 395
e support@picotech.com
w www.picotech.com

NISSENS

T 02476 470340
e Engine cooling: dr@nissens.com
e AC products: data@nissens.com
w www.nissens.com

SEALEY

T 01284 757505
w www.sealey.co.uk

NGK

T 01442 281000
w www.ngkntk.co.uk

REMY

T 0121 313 5200

POLYCO 
HEALTHLINE

w www.polycohealthline.com

MOOG

T FREE 00800 3333 7256

w
www.moogparts.co.uk/ 
support/light-vehicles/ 
technical-tips.html

SHAFTEC

T 0121 333 3555 (option 2)

e
surcharge advice: 
surchargeadvice@shaftec.co.uk

SKF

T 01582 496334
e helpline@skf.com

SGS

T 01934 751 265 (James / Alan)

TECALEMIT

T 01752 219100

w
www.tecalemit.co.uk/
equipment-we-supply

TRW

T 01978 667 800
e cst.uk@trw.com
w www.trwaftermarket.com

SIP

T 01509 500400
e technical@sip-group.com

w
www.sip-group.com/page/
techzone.aspx

TRUPART

w
Fitting guides: 
www.trupart.co.uk/p17.htm

THERMOBILE

T 02476 357960
e sales@thermobile.co.uk

VALEO

T 01527 838 300 (Option 2)

e vsa.uk.technical.mailbox@
valeo.com

TUNGSRAM

T 07920 711761
e shane.smith2@tungsram.com
w automotive.tungsram.com/en

WYNNS

T 02476 472634
e helpline@wynns.uk.com
w www.wynns.uk.com

WIX

T 01604 417 700
e wix.support@mann-hummel-ft.com
app Wix Catalogue App
w www.wixfilters.com

WD-40

T 08449 800838
e info@wd40.co.uk.

YUASA

T 01793 833 555
e info@gs-yuasa.uk

TETROSYL

T 0161 762 6789
e automotive@tetrosyl.com
w www.tetrosyl.com

SNAP-ON

T 01553 697233
e ukequipment@snapon.com
w www.uk.hofmann-equipment.com

ELRING

T 0191 491 5678
e sales@elringparts.co.uk

w
www.elring.com/en/auto-
workshop/technical-training-
elring-academy

BECKERMANN

T 01675 437 429
e help@beckermann.co.uk

w
www.beckermann.co.uk/
www.eltaeurope.com

FERODO

T 00800-33337256
e support@fmgurusoncall.tech

w
www.fmgaragegurus.eu & 
www.ferodo.co.uk
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BATH
TEL: 01225 424 221

NORWICH
TEL: 01603 486 020

GLASTONBURY
TEL: 01458 832 915

SWINDON WESTMEAD
TEL: 01793 821 715

www.apd.co.uk
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theSMARTCHOICE

Where professionals buy car supplies

THERE’S A BRANCH NEAR YOU

TO FIND OUT MORE CONTACT YOUR LOCAL BRANCH TODAY

PURCHASE ANY YUASA BATTERY FROM 
US IN NOVEMBER OR DECEMBER, 
RETURN THE OLD BATTERY AND 
RECEIVE A £5 LOVE TO SHOP 
VOUCHER!


